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ABSTRACT:
The Medieval quantity of Republic of Asian nation is marked by the prevalence of Hinduism at the expense of every Jainism and Buddhism. associated with this development was the rise in Hindu Hinduism. This extremely encompassed a multitude of sects, some local, some India-wide. The common feature between these sects was that they were far more pious, and emotional, in style, than the standard religious text religion of the brahmans, that turned around public worship. The Hindu sects thus had a robust attractiveness to the population at huge, whereas at the same time maturation themselves inside the traditional religious text texts and giving standing to brahmansas a result of the religious specialists par excellence. It put together borrowed monastic practices from Buddhism, that enabled the intellectual content of Hinduism to develop. In certain location huge Hindu monastic universities grew up, places of advanced study that fostered the intellectual development of Hindu culture.


CULTURAL CONDITIONS.

Diet:
All castes excepting Brahmans, would possibly eat all types of meat. Beef activity wasthought of as a sin. Drinking of intoxicants was common among the Kshatriyas and additionally the Sudras. Rice was the staple food. the higher classes used rice of upperquality. various varieties of fruits and vegetables were put together used. The rich took ‘Chappatis and puris’. The Muslims were really keen on meat.

Dress:
The usual dress of the Hindus consisted of a ‘dhoti’ and piece of fabric to cover the upper body. ‘Chappals’ were the common footwear. several folks were barefooted. women happiness to try to made classes used Saris’. The quality women had a bit of fabric wrapped spherical their waist associate degreed associate highgarment. The Muslim followed the pattern of dress of the north. It consisted of tight trousers and shirts and ‘Shenvanis’ or long coats. women were really keen on ornaments that were either unreal from silver or gold.

Festivals:
'Mahanavami was the foremost important competition celebrated in Vijayanagar empire.it fully was management to celebrate the conclusion of divinity Durga over the demons Bhandasura; Chanda and Austro-Asiatic. The competition lasted five days throughout that quantity the king management the court in public. Animal sacrifices were performed to patch up the divinity. 'Ramlila' and 'Krishanlila' were theatrically painted, scenes from the Epics. Deepavali, Karthigai and Holi.
were the important festivals. Several festivals considerably connected with the sect faith were celebrated by the Muslims. The martyrdom of Mohammedan Husain and Prophet's birthday were the foremost important festivals. Drinking of wine, cutting of hair, etc. were prohibited throughout Muhammadan calendar month.

**HINDU EDUCATION.**

The Hindus had their primary schools attached to the temples. These schools were maintained by grants or endowments and no fee was charged from the pupils. There were no written books and additionally the children wrote the alphabets on picket boards or on dirt of all-time low with fingers. Categories were generally management below the shade of a tree. The students were taught the religious scriptures after they finished their alphabets and these were generally, per Bernier, the Puranas. The centers of higher learning or universities were scattered everywhere the country, for the foremost half near to the places of journey. These were Banaras, Nadia, Mithila, Mathura, Tirhut, Paithan, Karhad, Thatte, Sirhind and Multan. Bernier states, “Banaras within reason university; but it’s no school or regular classes as in our universities, but resembles rather the varsity of the individuals, the masters being contact utterly totally different elements of the town privately houses”. Nadia was the second nice centre of Hindu learning once Banaras.

The Middle Age in Indian history was a rather dynamic time once various trade routes and foreign invasions coloured the Indian landmass. Customs, cultures and traditions of Arab and Central Asian region mingled with those of the Indian inhabitants over the years. This started with the event of trade relations in southern Republic of India. Arab mariners had established trade routes and with the passage of your time, married with the native residents. Then came the time once Republic of India moon-faced invasion from robust invaders like Mahmud of Ghazni and prophet Ghori. These invaders were illustrious to plunder the wealth and material resource of whichever region they attacked and destroyed everything they presumably might. Temples, idols, villages, property; everything was massacred. The nice ancient libraries and universities were burnt down with most of the manuscripts burnt to ashes. And so began the Muslim rule out Republic of India.

The earlier Brahmanic scripts and languages were slowly replaced by Arabic and Persian in prominence. It had been the time once Urdu took birth within the cradle of the Old Delhi state.

**SANSKRIT.**

Original smart works in Sanskrit language couldn’t be created throughout the rule of the Mughals. Yet as compared to the age of the metropolis country, literature created smart progress throughout the quantity. Akbar gave recognition to students of Sanskrit language. Abul Fazal has named several students of Sanskrit language Nations agency received the patronage of the emperor. A lexicon of Persian Sanskrit language titled Farsi-Prakash was ready throughout his rule. Besides several Hindu and Jaina students wrote their treatises outside the patronage of the court of the emperor. Mahesh Thakur wrote the history of the reign of Akbar, the faith scholar Padma Sundar wrote Akbarshahi-Srangar-Darpand and put together the faith Acharya Siddhachandra Upaddaya wrote Bhanuchandra Charita. Deva Vimal and far of varied along wrote their treatises in Sanskrit language. Jahangir and Emperor maintained the tradition of Akbar and gave protection to students of Sanskrit language. Kavindra Acharya Saraswati received patronage of Emperor and Juggernaut Pandit international organization agency wrote Rasa Gangadhar and Ganga Lahri was along at his court. Aurangzeb stopped court protection to students of Sanskrit language. Of course, Sanskrit language continuing to receive patronage from Hindu rulers, yet, its progress was checked shortly.

**SOCIAL LIFE.**

The Hindus were divided into ancient four castes and many of sub-castes. That they'd bolstered their caste-bonds extra. However, per Dr A.L. Srivastava, the Brahmanas bit by bit liberalised their perspective towards the Sudras and allowable them to concentrate to the recitation of the Puranas and act themselves in trade of certain articles. In general, whereas the Hindus were for the most part
vegetarians, the Muslims were non-vegetarians. Except war-like castes and additionally the Sudras, the Hindus used wheat, rice, pulses, vegetables, milk and articles unreal from milk as their staple food. Among the Muslims, the Sufis or the parents that were below their influence avoided carnivorous or the rest of them, meat was their desired food.

Piece of writing has prohibited the utilization of liquor to its followers. Yet, liquor and drug were consumed every by the Hindus and additionally the Muslims. Even the efforts of Ala-ud-din to establish consumption of liquor unsuccessful. Life in cities was cosy, every the Hindus and additionally the Muslims built good homes for themselves where all comforts of life were procured. However, there was no important modification inside the time period of villages. the people lived in mud-houses, had restricted needs and restricted means to satisfy them, every the Hindus and additionally the Muslims discovered the observe of entertaining their guests. There was a marked progress inside the employment of clothing's and ornaments. every the Hindus and additionally the Muslims affected each other throughout this field. All forms of clothes unreal from silk, cotton and wool were used by the parents and there was improvement in them. each the Hindus and additionally the Muslims likable to use ornaments. all types of ornaments from head to toe were used by every males and females and were created not entirely of gold and silver but of pearls, diamonds and different precious stones more. the parents engaged themselves altogether forms of entertainments, utterly totally different sports, hunting, duels among men, fighting among animals, Chaughan (horse-polo), etc. were their usual entertainments. utterly totally different fairs and non secular festivals every among the Hindus [and the]and thus the[and put together the] Muslims additionally provided sources of enjoyment and amusement to the parents. Holi, Diwali, Dashahra were the principal festivals of the Hindus whereas Id, Naurauj and Shabbe-rat were the important festivals of the Muslims.

HINDU ARCHITECTURE:

In north Republic of India significantly in Rajasthan, the Rajput’s might maintain their political existence, thence in Rajasthan, the specimens of Hindu design ar found. amphibian genus Kumbha of Mewar had made the fort of Kumbhal Garh and therefore the Kirti Stambha or the tower of success in Chitor. Kirti Stambha has been thought-about-together of the outstanding tower within the country. At several places forts and palaces were engineered by totally different rulers. tho’ the forts still exist, the palaces haveperished. within the south, the rulers of Vijay nagarempire had engineered several stunning subject edifices. sadly, the battle of Talikota ruined the dominion and most of the attractive buildings and temples of the dominion were destroyed.

However, one of them that were survived is that the Vithala temple engineered by Krishnadeva Ray. Fergusson has delineate this temple because the, “finest building of its kind in South Republic of India.” Thus, each the Indian and Muslim art had contend crucial role within the enrichment of Indian design. throughout the amount of Old Delhistate design had created sensible progress. Turko-Afghan rulers were primarily military persons, a number of them took interest in belles-letters and beneath their patronage literatur of high order was made throughout this era. The court of Old Delhi Sultans were well attended by writers, poets, scholars, philosophers, logicians, theologians, lawyers and chroniclers. swayer Khusrau, Mir Hussan Dehlvi, Badruddin Thoneswari, Quazi Abdul and Amil-ul-Mulk etc. were the shining lights of the literary surface throughout the amount.Islam gave an on the spot filling to the vernacular languages that were within the course of evolution. The spiritual reformers and saints wrote, spoke and preached in languages that may be simply understood by the lots. the expansion of Hindi, Marathi, Bengali, Matthili, Punjabi, Gurumukhi and different provincial literatures happened during this age. Ramananda, Kabir, Surdas and Tulsidas preached in Hindi, Mirabai and a few different preachers and saints of Radha-Krisna cult preached in Brij-bhasa.

Hindu design was conjointly influenced by the Imperial vogue. The Hindus had alreadyaowell-developed kind of their own before the approaching of the Muslims in India. Therefore, options of their past vogue continuing to be the governing factors of their kind of design. However, the excellence between these 3 sorts of design is just for the sake of convenience of understanding. Otherwise, the amount witnessed the expansion of that kind of design that, as a whole, will be known as the Indo-
Islamic design or the Indian design influenced by the monotheism art of design. This kind of design was neither strictly monotheism nor strictly Hindu. It was, rather, influenced by each the designs and thus, fairly deserves to be known as the Indian design of the amount of the state. Persia and India had get contact with alternative (one another) abundant earlier and had influenced the design of every other. The Iranians, no matter they learnt from the Indian vogue, matured it and gave it an ideal Iranian vogue.

**LITERATURE**

The spiritual reformers and saints wrote, spoke and preached in languages that may be simply understood by the lots. the expansion of Hindi, Marathi, Bengali, Maithili, Punjabi, Gurumukhi and different provincial literatures happened during this age. Ramananda, Kabir, Surdas and Tulsidas preached in Hindi, Mirabai and a few different preachers and saints of Radha-Krishna cult preached in Brij-bhasa. Turko-Afghan rulers were primarily military persons, a number of them took interest in belles-letters and beneath their patronage literatur of high order was made throughout this era. The court of Old Delhi Sultans were well attended by writers, poets, scholars, philosophers, logicians, theologians, lawyers and chroniclers. swayer Khusrau, Mir Hussan Dehlvi, Badruddin Thoneswari, Quazi Abdul and Amil-ul-Mulk etc. were the shining lights of the literary surface throughout the amount. Islam gave an on the spot filling to the vernacular languages that were within the course of evolution.

**CONCLUSION**

The Hindus and additionally the Muslims came up-to-date with each other by sheer necessity and, thus, influenced each other in many fields. The body for the foremost half influenced the religious policy of swayer and so, most of them were intolerant towards the majority of their subjects. Yet, the people mixed and influenced each other despite variations of their religious faith. It crystal rectifier to favourable changes in food, clothing’s and social time period of the parents. but there was deterioration in morals of the society. The Hindus were defeated politically and were degraded inside the society. Therefore, they lost their dignity, generosity and need to grow. The Hindu society remained defensive and so, it tried to safeguard everything right and wrong and, thus, lost the aptitude to progress.

The Muslims, on their regarded themselves as victors and enjoyed many privileges from the state. They, therefore, developed self-importance and became careless towards their advancement. It resulted in deterioration of the society usually. Neither the Hindus nor the Muslims remained free from this decline in their character, attitudes, morals and efforts. Of course, changes were there but this alone wasn’t ample for the progress of society. Thus, the quantity of the land wasn’t that of progress but of decline inside the social field.
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